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“Environmental responses of plants” is not a new 
topics but it has been studied for many years by many 
researchers. However, how to deal with the topics after 
the genome era is completely different from that before 
the completion of whole genome sequencing of model 
plant species.

Over 15 years have already passed since the completion 
of a whole genome sequencing of a model plant, 
Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 
2000). Since then, whole genome sequencing of several 
other plant species such as Oryza sativa (International 
Rice Genome Sequencing Project 2005) and Solanum 
lycopersicum (The Tomato Genome Consortium 2012) 
has been reported.

The 1990’s was an era of identification of genes whose 
mRNA levels increased or decreased in response to 
various environmental changes. Differential screening 
and differential display methods were often used for this 
purpose. Genetic screening of mutants whose responses 
to various environmental conditions were altered was 
performed and genes corresponding to the mutant 
phenotypes were identified with genetic mapping or 
T-DNA/transposon tagging methods. After identification 
of genes, we often realized that mRNA levels of these 
genes themselves changed in response to the conditions 
used to screen the mutants.

This special issue mainly focuses on the biological 
interactions in the i) homogenous population (Harper 
1977; Pacala and Weiner 1991) or ii) community 
(mixed and heterogenous populations, Funabashi 2011; 
Funabashi et al. 2015) and includes responses of plants 
to 1) population density under artificial laboratory 
conditions (Takahashi et al., pp 333–339; Yamamoto 
et al., pp 323–331) and 2) eco-system under natural 
environmental conditions (Funabashi, pp 213–234; Ohta 
et al., pp 277–279).

Light quantity and quality changes during a variety 

of direct and indirect interactions in the homogenous 
and heterogenous populations. The changes often affect 
both the biosynthesis and signaling of plant hormones. 
Therefore cellular and individual responses of the 
plants to changes of i) light conditions in their living 
circumstances and ii) hormones in their own cells play 
important roles in the biological interactions. This issue 
also includes responses of plants to 3) plant hormones 
(jasmonate, Chung et al., pp 235–243; auxin, Naramoto 
et al., pp 309–314; brassinosteroid, Suzuki et al., pp 
315–321), 4) quantity and quality of lights (Tsukamoto 
et al., pp 297–307; Yoshida et al., pp 267–276) and 
5) salinity stress (Chikha et al., pp 287–295). Novel 
methods to analyze 6) the membrane trafficking in plant 
cells by using GFP- and RFP-tagged proteins (Ito et al., 
pp 281–286) and 7) developmental processes by using 
overexpression of the transcription factors with the 
chimeric repressor or VP16 activation domains (Chung 
et al., pp 245–253; Fujiwara et al., pp 255–265) are also 
included in this volume.

Although this special volume could only introduce 
primary steps about the following issues, these would 
be of growing importance in the research areas of the 
biological interactions in the i) homogenous population 
and ii) community in the near future.

I)  Identification and functional analysis of 
unidentified sensor molecules or mechanisms 
(complexes) for abiotic factors such as temperature 
(high, low, ambient, etc), humidity, light quality 
(ultra-violet A (UVA), UVB, green light, etc) light 
quantity (strong and weak), and biotic factors such 
as bacteria, viruses and insects, etc, along with 
synergetic effect of those in natural environment 
toward the elucidation of ecological niche 
formation.

II)  Application of both knowledge and technologies 
obtained through them on food production of the 
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next generation that could secure productivity 
and food quality in face of population growth, 
biodiversity loss and climate change. Especially 
those that could resolve fundamental trade-off 
between productivity and environmental load by 
making integrative use of plants environmental 
responses at community level.

We hope the information in this special issue will be 
useful not only for researchers currently working on 
the research area “Interactions between plants and their 
environment”, but also for young investigators who are 
planning to jump in it with novel ideas and techniques in 
the near future.
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